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The future of industrial manufacturing

Everybody is talking about the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), Industry 4.0, micro 
factories, and the platform economy. But what is behind this hype really? Is it the 
more than 50bn connected devices and an IoT market worth $195bn by 2022 as 
Cisco suggested? Maybe. Maybe not.

We at AtomLeap track emerging technologies and startups globally. We look 
behind the smokescreen of the buzz, and analyse trends and companies that stick 
out. Did you know, for example, that new IIoT startup foundings actually retracted 
by 22% in 2016 and 2017? Or that venture capital funding for industrial automation 
startups amounted to €857m or +66% year over year last year? Though these 
sums are striking, the entire sector is still in its infancy, as digitization efforts are 
just beginning. The potential for innovation, collaboration, and efficiency is being 
created as you read these lines. 

Your exclusive report will provide you with big data analytics and contextualization 
of novel technologies and startups that will change industry ecosystems and 
manufacturing as we know it. The factory of the future must explore and embrace 
innovative new processes to increase customer satisfaction and retention and 
to quickly adapt to market and technology changes. While some operations will 
necessitate the development of proprietary core technologies, other services are 
enabled by and integrated into open platform-oriented business models. The 
report discusses the state of the art of technologies that will change industry value 
chains forever. Artificial intelligence, cyber security, bots, asset virtualization, and 
subscription models, to name a few, will drive new product generation in this sector. 
Each manufacturing company will have to make a conscious decision regarding 
its place in those future value chains. Data informed decisions will enable you to 
uncover and create new markets for your business.

Actionable insights

AtomLeap is convinced that good data requires context to become great 
information. To know that 361 blockchain startups that focus on some kind of 
industrial manufacturing processes were founded between 2016 and 2017 alone 
is good. But recognizing that 78% of them are already either shut down (Factom 
Iris) or face major development challenges (e.g., IOTA and Chain) is great. And to 
learn from these as innovation examples that may indicate novel approaches is 
even better. Another example are industry platforms that facilitate the outsourcing 
of manufacturing jobs. AtomLeap’s data suggests that there are three major 
trends: First, a decreasing number of new low complexity platforms — indicating 
market maturation for lower complexity outsourcing. Second, an increasing level of 
outsourcing of high complexity jobs indicated by new platforms in this area. And, 
third, an increasing standardization of outsourcing procedures that further shifts 
market powers from suppliers to OEMs and ecosystem owners.
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Startup Intelligence Report by AtomLeap

This teaser and the executive summary is brought to you by AtomLeap. 
AtomLeap is a big data analytics company. We collect data globally and on 
all topics relevant to digitization, novel technologies, and future business 
models. Startups are a driving force behind these three notions. Thanks to 
AtomLeap’s massive data, we can look beyond the hype and identify the 
trends that are the most relevant to the industrial manufacturing sector. 
We also showcase novel business models that emerge in B2B settings 
and the manufacturing industry. Those business models cleverly combine 
IoT sensors, insurance products, and loans and guarantees by financing 
solutions providers to create value.

To  find out more, feel free to reach out to us at contact@atomleap.com.

There are a myriad of startups that successfully established industry platforms — 
such as Kreatize from Germany or Plethora from the US. They support corporations 
to distribute highly complex engineering tasks among global crowds of engineers. 
Others provide platforms that algorithmically match suppliers to reduce ordering 
and manufacturing costs of custom parts by an order of magnitude.

AtomLeap’s report provides you with data, insights, and context that you cannot find 
anywhere else. Understand novel technologies, grasp innovative business models, 
and discover strategies that you can apply in your day-to-day work thanks to  this 
report.

What to expect from AtomLeap’s Industriegipfel 2018 report 

This report begins with a big data analysis of the industrial IoT sector that can 
provide takeaways for stakeholders along various value chains and on how to invest 
in future technologies. The second section takes an in-depth look at four successful 
collaborations and partnerships in between corporations and startups as well 
as SMEs and startups. These case studies contextualize key decisions that were 
made by both sides, success and failure factors, and showcase future modes of 
collaborations.
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